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Mitchell Services (MSV)
BUY: Momentum continues in Q3
Announcement highlights
Management have delivered a very solid Q319 result, with revenues and EBITDA both showing very strong lifts in what is
seasonally the slowest quarter. While activity levels were much stronger, what the result also demonstrates is: (1) rapidly
increasing operating leverage; and (2) benefits of pricing decisions taken through H119. The cycle is improving, and Mitchell’s are
best placed to capture the upside. BUY maintained, PT 10cps, in our view the shares can benefit from this positive update today.

Wilsons’ view
Initial analysis
Revenues grew +75% y/y to $25.9m, as average rigs rose +32% to 45.0 and shifts +40%.
EBITDA margins lifted from negative territory to 15.9%. While these were down from c22.5% in H1, these were also reflective
of the seasonal slowdown.
Cash conversion was a solid 80%, as the company also incurred mobilisation expenses for new contracts commenced in the
quarter, BHP Olympic Dam and KCGM Mount Charlotte.
The company added 3 new underground rigs in the quarter, increasing net debt by $2.4m to $4.9m. Average pricing for an
underground rig is $1m. These were already factored into our forecasts.

Earnings implications
None at this stage, forecasts maintained. Mitchell’s are on track to meet our existing H219 EBITDA estimate of $8.8m and
revenues of $55m. We look for FY19 EBITDA of $23m on revenues of $118m.
Investment view
An expansion of exploration and production appears set to drive earnings higher for Mitchell’s, as major mining customers benefit
from record cash generation. A fundamentally re-shaped market presents itself, with the withdrawal of major global drilling
competitors paving the way for further market share gains, while the pricing cycle remains in its infancy. In our view the current
share price remains an attractive entry point for a business with material potential upside to earnings as the cycle gains
momentum; an improvement in debt structure, cash flows and balance sheet strengthening; and as potential for corporate activity
unfolds. BUY, 10cps PT.
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Wilsons Advisory and Stockbroking Limited (ACN 010 529 665: AFSL 238375) (“Wilsons”). This communication is not to be
disclosed in whole or part or used by any other party without Wilsons’ prior written consent.
This document is being supplied to you solely for your information and no action should be taken on the basis of or in reliance on this document. Any advice contained in
this document is general advice only and has been prepared by Wilsons without taking into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Any person,
before acting on any advice contained within this communication, should first consult with a Wilsons investment adviser to assess whether the advice within this
communication is appropriate for their objectives, financial situation and needs. Those acting upon such information without advice do so entirely at their own risk.
Wilsons has not independently verified all of the information given in this document which is provided at a point in time and may not contain all necessary information
about the company or companies covered in this report (“Companies”). Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information and opinions contained in this document. To the fullest extent permitted by law Wilsons, its related bodies corporate and their respective
officers, directors, employees or agents, disclaim any and all liabilities for any loss or damage howsoever arising in connection with the use of this document or its
contents. Any projections contained in this document are indicative estimates only. Such projections are contingent upon matters outside the control of Wilsons
(including but not limited to economic conditions, market volatility and company-specific fundamentals) and therefore may not be realised in the future. Past performance
is not an indication of future performance.
This report does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase any securities and should not be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.
Wilsons and Wilsons Corporate Finance Limited (ABN 65 057 547 323: AFSL 238 383) and their associates may have received and may continue to receive fees from
the Companies in relation to corporate advisory, underwriting or other professional investment services. Please see relevant Wilsons disclosures at
wilsonsadvisory.com.au/Disclosures.
Neither Wilsons nor its research analysts received any direct financial or non-financial benefits from the Companies for the production of this document. However,
Wilsons’ research analysts may receive assistance from the Company in preparing their research which may include attending site visits and/or meetings hosted by the
Companies. In some instances the costs of such site visits or meetings may be met in part or in whole by the Companies if Wilsons considers it is reasonable given the
specific circumstances relating to the site visit or meeting.
Wilsons and its related bodies may trade securities in the Companies as principal.
Regulatory disclosures
Wilsons restricts research analysts from trading in securities for which they write research. Other Wilsons employees may hold interests in the company, but none of
those interests are material. Wilsons further advises that at the date of this report, neither Wilsons Advisory and Stockbroking Limited or Wilsons Corporate Finance
Limited have any material interests in the company.
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